
Barcelona Scams: Visitor Guide to Avoiding
Common Street Scams
Barcelona is a popular tourist destination, but it is also home to a number of
scams that target visitors. This guide will provide you with information on
the most common scams in Barcelona and how to avoid them.
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Pickpocketing

Pickpocketing is the most common scam in Barcelona. Pickpockets often
work in teams, with one person distracting the victim while another person
steals their belongings. Pickpockets are often found in crowded areas, such
as public transportation, tourist attractions, and shopping malls.

To avoid being pickpocketed, be aware of your surroundings and keep your
belongings close to you. Do not carry large amounts of cash or valuables
with you, and be careful of people who approach you on the street.
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Fake Charities

Fake charities are another common scam in Barcelona. Scammers will
often approach tourists and ask for donations for a charity. However, these
charities are often not legitimate, and the money you donate will not go to
the cause that you are told about.

To avoid being scammed by a fake charity, do not give money to anyone
who approaches you on the street. If you want to donate to a charity, do
your research and find a reputable organization.

Overpriced Taxis

Overpriced taxis are another common scam in Barcelona. Scammers will
often charge tourists inflated prices for taxi rides. To avoid being scammed
by an overpriced taxi, ask about the fare before you get in the taxi, and only
use taxis that are licensed by the city of Barcelona.

Fake Tour Guides

Fake tour guides are another common scam in Barcelona. Scammers will
often approach tourists and offer to give them a tour of the city. However,
these tours are often overpriced and do not provide any real information
about the city.

To avoid being scammed by a fake tour guide, only book tours through
reputable tour operators. Do not agree to go on a tour with someone who
approaches you on the street.

Other Common Scams



In addition to the scams listed above, there are a number of other common
scams that tourists should be aware of in Barcelona. These scams include:

The Bird Scam: Scammers will approach tourists with a bird and offer
to let them take a picture with it. However, once the tourist has taken
the picture, the scammers will demand money for the bird.

The Bracelet Scam: Scammers will approach tourists and offer to give
them a free bracelet. However, once the tourist has put on the
bracelet, the scammers will demand money for it.

The Flower Scam: Scammers will approach tourists and offer to give
them a free flower. However, once the tourist has accepted the flower,
the scammers will demand money for it.

The Petition Scam: Scammers will approach tourists and ask them to
sign a petition. However, once the tourist has signed the petition, the
scammers will demand money for it.

The Fake Euro Scam: Scammers will approach tourists and offer to
exchange their money for euros. However, the scammers will give the
tourists fake euros.

How to Stay Safe from Scams in Barcelona

The best way to stay safe from scams in Barcelona is to be aware of the
most common scams and to take precautions to avoid them. Here are
some tips for staying safe from scams in Barcelona:

Be aware of your surroundings and keep your belongings close to you.

Do not carry large amounts of cash or valuables with you.



Be careful of people who approach you on the street.

Do not give money to anyone who approaches you on the street.

If you want to donate to a charity, do your research and find a
reputable organization.

Ask about the fare before you get in a taxi.

Only use taxis that are licensed by the city of Barcelona.

Only book tours through reputable tour operators.

Do not agree to go on a tour with someone who approaches you on
the street.

By following these tips, you can help to protect yourself from scams in
Barcelona and have a safe and enjoyable trip.
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